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General:

The nucleation of nitric acid trihydrate (NAT) in the polar winter vortices and subse-
quent de/re-nitrification of the vortices remains incompletely understood - notably after
more than 20 years of very active research on this topic. Recently, a number of papers
have revisited this problem - mostly motivated by data acquired during the RECONCILE
project. The paper by Gross et al. presents model results of polar stratospheric clouds
and denitrification using the CLAMS model with a new parameteristion for NAT nucle-
ation. The reasoning underlying the new parameterisation is detailed primarily in Hoyle
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et al. (2013), with some additional information in Engel et al. (2013). Hence, this review
does not address the question whether the new NAT nucleation process is reasonable -
this should have been dealt with in the reviews of the other papers. Instead, my review
focuses mostly on the question what this paper adds to the discussion. Specifically, the
authors present this paper as the justification to use the new scheme in future stud-
ies. (I.e. on page 22126/L11: "... we propose that the new parametrisation is used
in future studies of PSC formation and denitrification.") Below, I will go through some
specific comments and questions, but my main concern is that the results presented
are tenuous, and don’t quite justify using the new parameterisation. In fact, I was un-
der the impression that the authors don’t quite belive it either; again, to quote from the
paper the beginning of the above sentence: "As there is a slight improvement in the
modelled denitrification with the new parametrisation, and also because a NAT satu-
ration dependent parametrisation is more realistic than assuming a constant rate, ..."
Additionally, I am seriously concerned that the "slight" improvement relies on model-
observation comparison of one winter only. Why? There must be now many years
of good remote sensing data that could have been used, also there’s data from the
SOLVE/THESEO-2000 campaign with nice (presumably accidental) PSC "match" ob-
servations (see Fueglistaler et al., GRL, 2002), or the cases discussed in Davies et al.
(ACP, 2006) to name but two. With only so few observations, the "slight" improvement
could also be merely chance and in winters with slightly different vortex configurations
may perform worse (or, what would be better, would perform significantly better).

Specific comments:

P22109/L25ff: Please be a bit more precise; what is responsible for denitrification, NAT
in general, or the particles larger than 10um?

P22111/L12ff: It’s not clear what this paragraph contributes to the paper - it just lists
papers, but does not refer to any result of the studies listed.

P22113/L1: You point out that "effects of unresolved temperature changes ... are im-
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plicitly accounted for in the NAT nucleation parametrisation." - it seems that this then
makes the parametrisation very dependent on the specific meteorological input fields,
and if ECMWF improves resolution in the coming years you will have to adapt the
parametrisation. It would be helpful to have somewhere explicitly stated how much ad-
ditional temperature variance the parametrisation adds to the resolved variance in the
input meteorological fields.

P22114/L1ff: The implicit assumption in this model - and in fact in probably most mod-
els - is that the properties of the NAT clouds are determined by the nucleation rate. We
have argued (Fueglistaler et al., ACP, 2002) that the high non-linearity of the interac-
tion of particle growth, gas phase depletion, and sedimentation renders this process a
first order process that can easily modify particle number densities by several orders of
magnitude. If in the meantime it has been shown that this effect can be safely ignored,
then I will be happy to accept this. Otherwise, it should be mentioned that a model like
CLAMS cannot resolve this process, and hence - similar to the unresolved tempera-
ture fluctuations - the tuning of the parametrisation would probably implicitly account
for part of this effect.

P22117/L1ff: I had difficulties understanding what is exactly done in the model. Can
you re-write this paragraph? I am not quite sure I understand the two additional tracers,
how they are affected by mixing, etc.

P22117/L25ff: I think I understand this paragraph, but it would be probably clearer
if you would state why this is done (I assume because you are concerned that too
few particle trajectories lead to undersampling of temperature histories), and perhaps
reserve "density" to the number density assigned to each particle trajectory, and say
"the number of particle trajectories representing the NAT field", or similar.

P22118/L6: Perhaps explain better what sensitivity you exactly explore with changing
the mean temperature - i.e. the reader’s mind may be still focused on nucleation,
whereas here you explore more the volume where NAT PSCs may form.
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P22119/Figure 4: I think more explanation/motivation should be given why you present
water here - are you primarily interested in the air mass characteristics as represented
by the fraction of methane oxidised, or in dehydration? Or do you simply want to show
that the model’s water mixing ratios are realistics because they play a role for NAT?
Further, why are not model data co-located with the ACE-FTS profiles shown?

P22120/L1ff: Can you explain this better - why do you need to normalise with number
of air parcels?

P22120/L5ff: Please explain in detail how you construct the model size distribution;
from the information I have at this point, my understanding is that each "particle trajec-
tory" has exactly one particle number density it was given at initialisation, right? So you
must average over many particle trajectories, right? Please state exactly how many.
When I look at Figure 5, I see that the model (red) has exactly three bins, which have
basically no similarity with the observations.
The last paragraph (p22120/L13ff) basically ignores the total mismatch at the larger
particle sizes - exactly the ones that are the most important here according to the intro-
duction. The argument presented - that the measurements are off because of wrong
assumptions concerning particle shape - basically means that there is no way to val-
idate the model performance with respect to particle sizes, and presenting the FSSP
data is pointless. Is this really what you mean to say here?

P22120/L26: "enough particle parcels" - again, please give numbers since I must as-
sume that each particle parcel has one discrete number density.

P22121/L8: Please provide some reference to explain the numerical values chosen
here, to the best of my knowledge these parameters are not so well known.

P22121/L17ff: The two pictures shown and discussed here (Figure 5, 6) are evidently
a central part of the paper, as they show 1:1 comparisons between CALIOP PSCs
and the corresponding CLAMS model PSCs. At face value, it’s really difficult to see im-
provement here. Assessing a new scheme based on two clouds is not quite convincing,
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particularly when so much more data is available.

P22122/L5-12: It would be helpful to have an explanation why the different scenarios
produce different results, at the moment it’s just a descriptive list that gives no additional
insights to the reader.

P22122/L24: Interesting; the question that comes to mind is why is the amplitude, but
not so much the shape, of the redistribution sensitive? Also, when you say that "larger
NAT nucleation rates cause larger amounts of denitrification ..." is the implication that
smaller particles are more efficient in denitrification? (And consequently the statement
at the beginning should not link large particles and denitrification?)

P22123/L5: I am not sure I fully understand what exactly is compared against what.

P22124/L21: This is one possibility for the failure - again, consider that particle-gas
phase interactions are poorly modelled by your approach, and they could be as impor-
tant as having the correct nucleation.

P22125/L19-20: The question here is whether the "general behaviour of the observa-
tions" is "reproduced" because of the new scheme, or is it more that any more or less
sensible scheme can reproduce some features? I.e. does the the skill only weakly de-
pend on the scheme, and differences in agreement with observations for such a small
number of cases as analysed here are essentially statistical fluctuations?

Interactive comment on Atmos. Chem. Phys. Discuss., 13, 22107, 2013.
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